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ABSTRACT
The state of the lithostratigraphy of the Lebanon rock sequence is reviewed. A general outline of
the strata present from the oldest rocks (Early Jurassic) to the most recent is given along with an
assessment of the most suitable nomenclature that should be used for them. In most cases these
merely involve the formalization of already existing terms but in a few cases a provisional and
informal nomenclature is proposed. A number of key stratigraphic issues are identified. Chief of
these is the recognition for the first time of major lateral facies variations in the AlbianCenomanian strata. Sequences with particular lithostratigraphic problems are highlighted.

INTRODUCTION
General Comments
The oldest rocks exposed in Lebanon are probably no older than earliest Jurassic, that is, around
200 million years old. Although this is not a great age set against either that of the earth or that
of the Proterozoic strata of some of the surrounding countries, the Lebanese sequence is
scientifically important. The Early Jurassic to Recent succession exposed at the surface in
Lebanon is thick, very well exposed, little deformed and seems to show very few gaps. Lebanon
is thus a potential reference point for the history of the eastern Mediterranean during the very
significant period when the main events of the opening and closing of the NeoTethyan ocean
took place. Unfortunately our ability to understand the geological history of Lebanon is greatly
hindered by the fact that considerable confusion exists about the regional stratigraphy,
including such matters as what these rocks should be called, what ages they are and how they
relate to each other. This is, of course, not simply an academic problem. An understanding of the
geology is critical to the national reconstruction program and is unfortunate that many
rebuilding projects are being carried out on a poorly understood geology.
Two specifically Lebanese issues have contributed to this problem. Firstly, the civil war saw the
destruction of much in the way of geological resources so that copies of the geological maps and
memoirs made by Louis Dubertret and others from the 1930s onwards are now very scarce
indeed. Secondly, there is still as yet no National Geological Survey or Ministry of National
Resources to act as a central reference source and to coordinate studies.
There is no question that Lebanon needs the creation, publication and circulation of a new
series of geological maps and accompanying memoirs at a scale of at least 1:20,000. These,
whilst building on the work of Dubertret and others, would incorporate the new ideas of
sedimentology and tectonics that have emerged in the last quarter century and also use new
mapping methods such as digital cartography, GIS and remote sensing imagery analysis. Hand in
hand with the remapping would be the creation of a new formal stratigraphy for the country.
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The goal of this should be the creation of new national stratigraphic lexicon (the last one was
Dubertret, 1963) which would formalize the terminology and provide basic data on lithology
and lateral variation (lithostratigraphy) and age (biostratigraphy).
Such a program is, sadly, some time away and this paper is intended as an interim overview of
the state of stratigraphy, and particularly lithostratigraphy, in Lebanon. It can be seen as an
extension of the clarification in Walley (1983) of the particularly confusing Lower Cretaceous
sediments. It is also effectively the publication of the stratigraphic part of the informal booklet
‘The Stratigraphy and Geological History of Lebanon’ that I have been producing for a number of
years and which has been widely circulated. Details of the history of stratigraphic studies in
Lebanon can be found in Dubertret (1963, 1975).
The basis of this overview is a unit by unit discussion of the sedimentary sequences in Lebanon.
There is only incidental mention of the structure. This review particularly concentrates on the
northern and central Mount Lebanon and Bekaa areas and there is a lesser treatment of
southern Mount Lebanon and the Anti-Lebanon areas.

Regional Setting
The Lebanon area has been divided since antiquity into three NNE-SSW aligned zones (Fig. 1
and Fig. 2). From west to east these are: a) Mount Lebanon; b) the elevated upland basin of the
Bekaa; and c) the Anti-Lebanon Range, which includes Mount Hermon at its southern end. These
mountain ranges are major uplifts, with Late Cretaceous rocks forming the highest point of
Mount Lebanon at 3,088 m, and Middle Jurassic rocks forming the summit of Mount Hermon at
2,814 m. These three mesostructural features correspond, in essence, to two Jurassic cored
anticlinoria, separated by a Neogene-infilled Bekaa synclinorium. Both the coastline and the
narrow continental shelf of Lebanon follow the NNE-SSW trend of these structures (Fig. 2), with
the main departures from this apparently fault controlled. The narrow width of the continental
shelf and the rapid descent to water depths of over 1,500 m suggest strongly that the crust
offshore Lebanon is oceanic. Unfortunately confirmation of the nature or age of such crust is not
available but on regional tectonic considerations a date of Triassic to Jurassic seems probable.
Lebanon is cut by faults on a number of scales. The major fault in Lebanon is the NNE-SSW
trending Yammouneh Fault which runs along the eastern flank of Mount Lebanon along the
entire length of the country. This forms the chief link between the broadly N-S structures of the
Dead Sea Fault to the south and the Ghab Fault System to the north. Splaying off from the
southern part of the Yammouneh Fault are a number of subparallel and divergent fault splays
which divide up much of the country (Walley, 1988). These can be considered part of the Dead
Sea Transform Fault System, here separating a Levantine subplate of the African Plate from the
Arabian Plate. It is widely agreed that south of Lebanon this fault system has a 100-105 km of
Neogene motion (Quennell, 1958; Freund et al., 1970; Garfunkel, 1981). The amounts from the
southern border of Lebanon northwards are disputed; a reasonable estimate (Walley, in press)
is that perhaps 50 km is transmitted through Lebanon, with the remaining 50-60 km lost in the
following structures: the Roum Fault (c.10 km displacement), the Serghaya Fault (c.20 km
displacement), and 20 km taken up in Palmyride shortening.
A significant feature in the context of the stratigraphy is the 100 km-long Western Lebanon
Flexure, which forms the abrupt western limit of the northern part of Mount Lebanon from
south of Beirut to the latitude of Tripoli (Fig. 2). Studies in progress suggest that that the flexure
appears to be the rejuvenation of a much older, fundamental structure (here termed the
Lebanon hinge line) with a marked facies change across it. This is best seen in the ‘mid’
Cretaceous facies which are relatively thin, shallow water platform sediments on the central and
eastern parts of Mount Lebanon but which occur as very much thicker, deeper water, basinal
sediments along the line of the coast. This Lebanon hinge line feature appears to be related to
the much better known N-S to NNE-SSW trending 150 km long Mesozoic hinge line described
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more or less along the line of the present day coastline of southern Israel/Palestine. This feature
marks the Mid Jurassic to Late Cretaceous platform edge in that area (Gvirtzman and Klang,
1972; Sass and Bein, 1982; Garfunkel and Derin, 1984) and the mid Cretaceous facies
development particularly is similar to that seen in Lebanon. This hinge line concept has
profound implications for the stratigraphy and is discussed further in the section on the
Cretaceous sediments.

Stratigraphic Issues
A foundation of a nation’s geological understanding is a satisfactory lithostratigraphic
nomenclature in terms of named formation units which accurately reflect the underlying
geology. Such a categorization of the rocks allows all those who are concerned with geology to
use a common terminology and language and is as vital to geology as taxonomy is to biology. An
enormous amount of time is wasted and confusion generated because rocks are give wrong
names. Two particular issues need addressing in Lebanon. These are the use of the
alphanumeric map code system and the question of lateral facies changes.
With respect to the first issue it is important to note that the alphanumeric code (‘J7’, ‘C2b’, etc.)
used by Dubertret (1929-1963) on the map sheets and widely since should no longer be used as
a nomenclatural substitute. It seems, from both Dubertret’s practice and writings (notably
Dubertret, 1975) that the Lebanese alphanumeric code was meant to be basically
biostratigraphic; i.e., it was to represent the age of the unit. Unfortunately using a detailed age
code on maps has been shown to be an unworkable practice; it is a hopeless marriage of
biostratigraphy and lithostratigraphy. Furthermore the whole point of a lithostratigraphic
scheme is that is based on mappable units. For a sequence like the Jurassic, although units J1-J7
are given on map sheets and were presumably intended to reflect stages (OxfordianKimmeridgian, etc.), in many cases dating to this level is not known. This sort of system also falls
down because ages are being continually refined. If, as is possible, the top of the unit labeled as
J7 is shown to extend into the Early Cretaceous, should it be renamed as the J7-C1? Another
problem is that this usage takes no account of facies; many (probably most) units are
diachronous on a regional scale and almost all cross stage boundaries. Thus the Chouf
Sandstone interfingers in its upper parts with the Abeih Formation; this leads to a situation in
which the geologist finds himself with a sequence in say, a particular quarry, where the C2a is
overlain by the C1. The scheme is also very complex; the creation by Saint-Marc (1974) of such
things as the C43b represents the culmination of such a system. There are also some notorious
problems. Due to what seems to have been a mistake, all the sheets published in 1945 (the
Tripoli, Jbail, Qartaba, Beyrouth, Zahle and Jezzine maps) showed the very thick Kesrouane
Limestone as J6. The later sheets, more logically, show it as J4 (see Dubertret, 1966, p.362)
although logically it ought to be something like J1?-J5. Although the Mdairej Limestone is widely
termed the C2b, both Saint-Marc (1974) and Dubertret (1975) admit it should be the C2a.
Nevertheless, despite these problems these alphanumeric terms have persisted in common use
and have prevented the use of an alternative lithostratigraphic nomenclature which in fact
largely exists already.
The problem of lateral facies variation across Lebanon is one that has not really been addressed
at all in the literature. It is apparent that most units show major changes either north-south or
east-west. Thus in the Chouf area, the Lower Cretaceous Abeih Formation is an alternation of
shales, sandstones and shallow water, low-energy limestones. Traced northwards into the
northern Kesrouane it becomes a mainly limestone sequence with prominent, cross-bedded
carbonate grainstones and packstones.
More major are the east-west changes over the Lebanon hinge line noted above and discussed
further below. It needs to be borne in mind that even in a small country like Lebanon there may
be major lithological and even time differences between a formation at its type section and in an
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area only a few tens of kilometers away. If these differences become too major then it may make
sense to create a new formation in the area (see the discussion below of the Sannine
Formation). It should be especially noted that one of the perils of stylized synthesis diagrams
like Figure 3 and Figure 4 is that they cannot satisfactorily show lateral changes.

THE JURASSIC STRATA
General comments
The Jurassic sequence in Lebanon is extremely thick (probably widely greater than 2 km) but,
for the most part, poorly known, largely due to the cliff-forming and monotonous character of
the lower 85%. The remaining 15% is more accessible and more varied; although these upper
units are slightly confusing as some lithologies are very similar. The Jurassic outcrops
essentially in both the Mount Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon areas but the discussion below is
largely based on the Mount Lebanon areas. The Jurassic lithostratigraphy is in need of
substantial study and accurate dating. The suggestions below are largely provisional and only
more mapping and biostratigraphic studies will see if they are workable. They derive in large
measure from field studies, published maps and also Dubertret (1975). The Jurassic forms a
single coherent unit with a marked unconformity at the top and a probable period of emergence
at its base. The numerous formations of the broadly similar Jurassic sequence to the south of
Lebanon have been incorporated into a single unit, the Arad Group, by Israeli workers (see
Picard and Hirsch, 1987).
The best studied (least ignored?) occurrences of Jurassic strata in Lebanon occur along the
spine of central and northern Mount Lebanon. In particular the deep gorge of the Nahr Ibrahim
exposes a thick Jurassic sequence of platform carbonates with a very low angle dip and only
minor fault disruption. Southeast of Beirut the Jurassic is exposed in Jebel Barouk, to the south
of Beirut in the Jisr al Qadi outcrops and further still to the southeast in an uplift adajcent to the
Roum Fault. In the Barouk area the strata are very heavily fractured and any idea of sequence or
thickness is difficult to determine. There can, however, be little doubt that the Jurassic here is in
excess of 1,500 m and is also largely monotonous pale grey marine limestones. There do
however appear to be some facies differences from the beds in the Kesrouane and Metn regions.
In the absence of wells penetrating into the Triassic, estimates of total Jurassic thickness over
Lebanon are somewhat speculative. The measured Jurassic thickness in the Nahr Ibrahim area
northwest of Beirut is c. 1,700 m (Renouard, 1955). Here, however, the base of the succession is
not seen and there is some limited geophysical evidence that the top Triassic may be a further
650 m below this, giving an overall Jurassic thickness of c. 2,300 m. In the Hermon section of the
southern Anti-Lebanon the Jurassic (from Aalenian to upper Oxfordian) is estimated to be at
least 2,700 m on the basis of a composite section including the Majdal Shams (southeastern
Mount Hermon) Upper Jurassic. Thus here the total Jurassic preserved under the
unconformable Lower Cretaceous might well be close to 3,000 m. In summary, it seems that
over the Mount Lebanon (and possibly the Bekaa) area between 1,500 and 2,000 m (and
possibly more) Jurassic was deposited, with somewhat higher values occurring in the extreme
southeast of the country.
The Jurassic is described here in two parts: the Kesrouane Formation and the Post-Kesrouane
beds. A schematic depiction of these beds can be found in Figure 3.
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The Kesronane Formation
The Jurassic sequence over Mount Lebanon divides into two unequal parts. The lower part is a
thick sequence of monotonous cliff forming limestones and dolomites. The only
lithostratigraphic term for this very important kilometre plus thick sequence in the literature is
the Kesrouane Limestone (Dubertret, 1929-63). The more phonetic English transliteration of
Kesrwan or Keserwan might be preferable on linguistic grounds but the older spelling seems
entrenched. This sequence should be given formation level status as the KESROUANE FORMATION
(as it includes dolomites the lithic term is inappropriate). Although apparently used by
Dubertret only for the upper units it makes sense to extend the Kesrouane Formation
downwards to include the oldest Jurassic strata exposed (see Fig. 3). On the published map
sheets this massive dolomite and limestone sequence is simply colored blue and coded as J6
(apparently a mistake for J4).
The best exposures of the Kesrouane Formation rocks are seen in the gorge of the Nahr Ibrahim,
which should form the area of the type section. The lowest units seen (around the dam at
Chouane) are a distinctive, several hundred metres thick unit of dark, locally fetid, dolomite
which contains well developed microbial laminites, collapse breccias and tepees. It is possible
that these beds may be Late Triassic but there is no unequivocal evidence on this as yet. A
Liassic age is more probable; the end Triassic is widely evaporitic in the region and the
character of these Chouane basal units would be consistent with deposition at the end of an
evaporitic episode. It seems logical at this stage to treat this unit as the basal component of the
Kesrouane Formation and term it the CHOUANE DOLOMITE MEMBER. The overlying units, which
form the bulk of the Kesrouane Formation, are mainly thick, massive and poorly fossiliferous
limestones with thin clay units. The uppermost beds of the Kesrouane Formation have a more
diverse fauna including abundant stromatoporoids. This has been considered by Hirsch and
Picard (1988) to be upper Oxfordian in age. The Kesrouane Formation is thus probably of
?Liassic to upper Oxfordian age.
There is extensive lateral variation within the Kesrouane Formation which has so far been little
described. The main Jurassic occurrence south of Beirut is the heavily faulted and structurally
complex sequence along the massif of Jebels Barouk and Niha and this has been described by
Heybroek (1942). These beds of massive pale limestone, the ‘Calcaires à Cidaris glandaria’
apparently correspond to the upper part of the Kesrouane Limestone. Although there are facies
differences it seems sensible to apply the term Kesrouane Formation to these beds as well.
Lithologically, the Kesrouane Limestone appears to be the lateral continuation of the Middle to
Late Jurassic ‘Haifa’ platform carbonate facies of Galilee (Picard and Hirsch, 1987; Lang and
Steinitz, 1989). The Kesrouane Limestone appears to represent a thick sequence of shallow
inner to middle shelf carbonates and may represent deposition under a combination of local
post rift thermal subsidence and global sealevel rise.

The Post-Kesrouane Formation Units
Above the Kesrouane Limestone the Jurassic stratigraphy becomes more diverse and the units
are more readily mappable. A widespread threefold division based on the Bikfaya to Salima area
of the southern Kesrouane and northern Metn recognises a lower Bhannès sequence with
volcanics, a middle Bikfaya cliff forming limestone and a softer thinner bedded but basically
carbonate Salima sequence. The upper two units are well exposed below the monastery of Deir
Mar Elias at Bikfaya. In places it is evident that a pre-Chouf Sandstone block faulting and local
unconformity of end Jurassic to Neocomian age has removed some of the upper beds. It should
also be noted that as shallow water units these beds are very vulnerable to lateral facies
changes. These units are treated in turn below.
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A Bhannès Volcanic Level was recognized by Dubertret (1929-63) at a number of places in
Lebanon north of the Beirut-Damascus road. Although widely considered to be entirely a
volcanic unit the older definitions acknowledged that these beds were a mixture of lithologies
including carbonates, marls, lavas and pyroclastics. It is generally a distinctive sequence which
shows itself in soft, recessive weathering topography covered by brown to purple red soils and
authors such as Dubertret (1975) made the point that this level could be identified, even in the
absence of volcanics, as a softer yellow ochre intercalation between the two white, hard
platform carbonates of the Kesrouane and Bikfaya Formations. It seems best therefore to
formalize these beds as the BHANNÈS FORMATION and to define them as a succession of
limestones and clays, locally with pyroclastics and lavas. A good type section can probably be
found in the Bikfaya area.
The Bhannès Formation is marked on the maps by a red colour and coded J6 or βJ6 on the 1945
sheets and referred to as the J5 subsequently. This sequence is very variable in both thickness
and lithology. It is some 50 m thick at Bikfaya and 80-150 m thick on the western part of the
Nahr Ibrahim. Locally, presumably near the volcanic vents, it is very much thicker. In some
places the Bhannès sequence has been described as not occurring but this may reflect the
erroneous assumption that it has to be a volcanic bearing unit. Thickness variations in the field
are however, both very rapid and marked. Lithologically the sequence is one of generally fine to
medium bedded, grainy (fine ooids and peloids) carbonates which weather to a yellow colour.
Burrowing and hard ground levels may occur. These carbonate beds are generally less than a
meter in thickness. Chocolate brown or brown-yellow marls occur as interbeds and some lignite
bearing marls have been noted. These soft beds give rise to a much weaker resistance to
weathering than the underlying Kesrouane Formation. A third facies, which has attracted most
attention but which is by no means always present, is that of the basalts and reddish purple
tuffs. Lithologically, these Bhannès volcanics are basalt lavas with associated ashes, tuffs and
agglomerates. Although the existence of pillow lavas has been claimed this is probably a
misinterpretation of the spheroidal weathering. In fact the lavas are commonly lateritised and
are therefore at least partially subaerial, a view supported by the existence of soil and lignite
horizons. The pyroclastic rocks contain fragments of the underlying Kesrouane limestones in
addition to lapilli and blocks of basalts. Vent sites have been identified, notably at Aintoura and
3-4 km NE of Bikfaya. In much of the Metn and the Chouf (where these beds have been termed
the ‘Couches jaunes inférieures’) the Bhannès unit bears no volcanics but chocolate brown clays
occur instead, probably reflecting a high ash component. Near volcanic vents (Aintoura is the
best example) apparent lahar (volcanic mudflow) deposits with coarse limestone clasts may
occur and can be seen with erosive bases cuffing into the clays.
The biota of the Bhannès Formation is distinctive with soft rubbly ‘reefal’ levels with numerous
dendroid and nodular stromatoporoids, small coral heads, terebratulid brachiopods, echinoid
spines and oyster fragments. The main part of the Bhannès Formation can be dated on
paleontological grounds as late Oxfordian to early (possibly mid) Kimmeridgian (Dubertret,
1929-63; Saint-Marc, 1980). A correlation of the Bhannès Formation with the subsurface
Oxfordian Devorah Volcanic unit of Galilee (Picard and Hirsch, 1987; Lang and Steinitz, 1989)
seems probable. A curiosity is that K-Ar radiometric dates from even the type locality Bhannès
basalts have tended to give ages that are around 20-25 million years too young (Saint-Marc,
1980; Ewan Laws personal communication, 1997). As these beds are biostratigraphically well
constrained this probably reflects a regional thermal event associated with the later Early
Cretaceous magmatism resetting the radiometric clock. The tectonic cause of the Bhannès
volcanism and uplift is far from clear as it does not appear associated with rifting; these events
may rather be mantle plume related.
The Bhannès Volcanics are overlain by the Falaise de Bikfaya of Dubertret (1929-63). This
distinct cliff forming unit should be raised to formation status as the BIKFAYA LIMESTONE
FORMATION. The type section is probably best taken below Deir Mar Elias in Bikfaya. The Bikfaya
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Limestone is a prominent cliff forming and widely traceable very pale grey carbonate unit that
is normally labeled as J6 or J6a on the map sheets. The thickness of this unit can vary very
rapidly but is probably around 60-80 m thick in the type area. The main limestone units are
micritic with a porcellanitic splintery fracture although some fine grainstones occur. The
Bikfaya Formation frequently contains a sequence of massively bedded carbonates which are
extensively burrowed giving a distinctive, mottled, nodular or pseudo-nodular texture. The
biota includes corals, bivalves and stromatoporoids. Chert nodules, up to 70 cm across, and
often with a pendulous form, occur as do silicified fossils. South of the Beirut-Damascus road the
Bikfaya equivalent has been termed the ‘Falaise de Djisr el Qadi’ but there is no reason to erect a
new term. The Bikfaya Limestone is probably late Kimmeridgian to Early Tithonian in age. It
appears to follow on conformably from the Bhannès Formation although the existence of soil
horizons in that unit suggests the potential for a time gap. Environmentally the Bikfaya
Formation represents a return of the sea over the subaerial Bhannès tuffs and lavas.
The Bikfaya Formation is overlain by the Salima Limestone of Dubertret (1929-1963). This unit,
the J7 of the map sheets, is a very variable sequence of brown-yellow ferruginous oolitic
limestones, often burrowed and cross bedded, that alternate with brown marls. The unit is
mainly fairly thin bedded (although some massive units occur, especially at the top) and a
relatively recessive topography occurs. The Salima Limestone should be raised to formation
status as the SALIMA LIMESTONE FORMATION. The type section of this unit should be taken in the
Salima area of the Metn where it reaches its maximum development at outcrop. The good
sequence in the Bikaya area just below Deit Mar Elias and just above the Bikfaya stratotype
should be treated as a reference section. Thicknesses vary enormously, mainly due to pre-Chouf
Formation erosion, and range from 180 m at Salima to only a few metres. In places, the Salima
Formation is totally absent. South of the Beirut-Damascus road the final Jurassic unit is one of
yellow marly oolitic limestones which have been termed the ‘Couches jaunes supérieures’
(Heybroek, 1942) and there is little doubt that these beds are correlatable with the Salima
Limestone to the north. The Salima Formation is probably Tithonian in age and the upper units
are reported to contain the ammonite Berriasella richteri which is apparently typical of the
upper Tithonian (Hirsch and Picard, 1988). Environmentally, these beds seem to represent the
effects of a gradual and intermittent regression with extensive shallow water carbonate
deposition in a variety of subenvironments.
There is some question about the nature of the contact between the Salima and the Early Cretaceous
Chouf Formation. In most places there is a marked break and evidence of erosion before deposition
of the overlying Chouf Sandstone. However in the Metn and Kesrouane areas there is the suggestion
of a transition with the Chouf Formation as the uppermost few metres of the Salima Formation are a
quartz rich ferruginous grainstone. This probably represents an initial phase of quartz sand deposition
in the area as the end Jurassic regression began to become marked and this sandy limestone may
actually predate the main part of the Chouf Sandstone by a long period of time.

Stratigraphic Recommendations for the Lebanese Jurassic Units
1) It is recommended that a single nomenclature be used for the entire Jurassic sequence of
the Mount Lebanon area unless a pressing reason is shown why a local terminology is to be
preferred in some areas.
2) The bulk of the Jurassic sequence is assigned to the Kesrouane Formation which is around
two kilometres thick in the Nahr Ibrahim and probably maintains a similar thickness over
most of Lebanon. This unit ranges in age from probable Liassic to late Oxfordian age. Future
work will almost certainly allow the Kesrouane Limestone Formation to be divided into a
number of units. The only one so far even provisionally established is a basal Chouane
Dolomite Member.
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3) The Kesrouane Formation is overlain by a much thinner and more variable Late Jurassic
sequence. This begins with the recessive and brown weathering limestones, marls, basalts
and pyroclastics of the Bhannès Formation. Although pyroclastics are the most typical
lithology the Bhannès Formation need not include them. The Bhannès Formation is, in turn,
overlain by a Bikfaya Limestone Formation which is of a similar massive pale carbonate
facies to the Kesrouane Formation. This is overlain by a final unit, the Salima Limestone
Formation, which forms another pale brown weathering sequence. This Late Jurassic
sequence has been differentially eroded, apparently as a result of block faulting, prior to the
deposition of the Lower Cretaceous Chouf Sandstone.

THE CRETACEOUS-MIDDLE EOCENE STRATA
General Comments
Although the Jurassic strata form a coherent lithostratigraphic sequence ‘package’ with a well
marked unconformity at the top, the Cretaceous strata are less well marked and in many cases
apparently identical strata appear to continue into the Paleocene and Eocene with no major
break. Because of this the entire sequence is treated together. Practically, however, a
lithostratigraphic break can be identified at the base of the Sannine Formation. This gives a
fairly varied, lower sequence of mixed carbonates and terrigenous clastics in which a
lithostratigraphy is fairly straightforward, and an upper sequence of more or less pure
carbonates and chalks in which defining lithological units is very difficult. The Lower Cretaceous
(pre-Sannine Formation) stratigraphy was formally redefined in Walley (1983) and is only
summarised here. A schematic portrayal of these beds can be seen in the upper part of Figure 3
and in Figure 4.

The Pre-Sannine Formation Units.
The lowest unit of the Cretaceous is the prominent sandstone unit traditionally known as the
Grès de Base or ‘Cl’ of the map sheets. This was formalized by Walley (1983) as the CHOUF
SANDSTONE FORMATION. This is one of the most distinctive units in Lebanon, particularly where it
is covered by umbrella pines. It is an often ferruginous brown to white sandstone with
associated clays, shales and lignites. Some of the darker layers contain woody or coaly
fragments, often with pyrite, marcasite and amber. Locally, the Chouf Sandstone contains
basaltic volcanics and reddish clayey beds which appear to be weathered volcanic tuffs. The
Chouf Sandstone is very variable in thickness, ranging from a few metres to 300 m thick and in
places showing rapid lateral changes. This may reflect syn-depositional block faulting. In
extreme north Lebanon the Chouf Sandstone beds (and parts at least of the overlying Abeih
Formation) are missing so that Aptian strata rest on the topmost Jurassic. This may reflect preAptian erosion as well as a thinning of the Chouf Sandstone. The base of the Chouf Sandstone
shows either a disconformable or unconformable contact with the Jurassic carbonates. The
upper contacts with the Abeih Formation are technically the first clays with an abundant bivalve
fauna but can often be more easily mapped at the base of the first brown marine limestone.
Elsewhere a widespread pisolitic horizon (probably a soil unit) occurs at the base of the Abeih
Formation that may be a more mappable boundary. The age range of the Chouf Sandstone is
problematic; in theory it could extend anywhere from terminal Tithoman to early Aptian; a time
period that is around twenty million years (Gradstein and Ogg, 1996). However by analogy with
the much better studied sequence to the south and in Mount Hermon (i.e. Shimron and Lang,
1989) it is likely there was little deposition during Berriasian and Valangiman time and the
basal beds of the Chouf Sandstone were probably deposited as late as Hauterivian or even early
Barremian age. The Chouf Sandstone is presumed to be largely fluvial to deltaic and littoral in
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origin. The general trend is that the sequence passes from fluvial at the base and in the east to
deltaic at the top and in the west.
The ABEIH FORMATION (Walley, 1983, formerly the Couches à gastropoda) is a very variable unit
of fossiliferous limestones, marls and sandstones with a general upwards trend of terrigenous
clastics passing into carbonates. A limited fauna of gastropods, bivalves and orbitolinid
foraminifers is present in the central Mount Lebanon area and some amber may occur. In
northern Lebanon the Abeih Formation is a distinctive sequence of cross bedded ochre brown
ferruginous sandy grainstones with green clays in which some of the limestones seem to
represent storm redeposited material in shelf or lagoonal conditions. In northern Lebanon and
locally elsewhere basalts and pyroclastics occur in the Abeih Formation. The thickness of the
Abeih Formation is about 170 m in the Chouf area, but it is widely less than half of this. The base
of this unit with the underlying Chouf Sandstone is taken as the first clay with bivalves in it and
the top is the base of the massive cliff-forming limestones of the Mdairej Formation. In the Chouf
the base of the Abeih Formation is widely represented by a pisolitic soil horizon. The age range
of the Abeih Formation is probably Barremian to earliest Aptian in age. The environment of
deposition of this unit varies but it is plainly transitional between the fluviatile Chouf and the
shallow marine Mdairej Formations. Much of the Abeih Formation in central Lebanon was
probably deposited in lagoonal, deltaic, estuarine and littoral environments whilst in northern
Lebanon the environments seem to have been more those of a shallow storm dominated shelf.
Next to the Chouf Sandstone the MDAIREJ FORMATION is one of the most distinctive units in
Lebanon and frequently allows geologists to orient themselves in the stratigraphic section. This
is very useful as the sequences below (the Abeih Formation) and above (the Hammana
Formation) are superficially very similar. On the map sheets the Mdairej Formation is termed
either the Falaise de Blanche, Falaise de Jezzine or Falaise de Mdairej and has a map code of both
C2a and C2b. It was Dubertret’s recommendation (Dubertret, 1963) to formalize the name of
this unit as the Mdairej Limestone and to end this confusion; the suggestion was followed by
Walley (1983). The Mdairej Formation forms a single, very distinctive pale grey massive
limestone unit, which almost everywhere occurs as a sheer-sided cliff. This tendency is
heightened by the fact that the green clays of the uppermost Abeih Formation are frequent
zones of slippage. The Mdairej Formation at its type location is a carbonate sequence with an
upwards fining trend which has only limited macrofossils. Elsewhere there are more varied
carbonate facies and some small scale rudist and stromatoporoidal reef development occurs. At
the type section, the Mdairej is 50 m thick and shows little north—south variation across
Lebanon. Locally, such as either side of the Qadisha Gorge in northern Lebanon, the Mdairej
Limestone is much thinner (10-20 m), far less massive and in places appears to be eroded away
beneath a basal Hammana unconformity. The lower limit of the formation is the base of the cliff
and the upper limit is the break in slope where the limestones are overlain by the green clays.
The Mdairej Formation is, however, slightly diachronous, ranging in age from lower Aptian to
lower upper Aptian. In terms of environment the Mdairej Formation represents a sequence of
shallow marine transgressive carbonate facies and is linked to the worldwide early Aptian
eustatic rise.
The HAMMANA FORMATION (Walley, 1983) is a variable unit which can be most easily defined as
the beds between the top of the Mdairej Limestone cliff and the base of the massive carbonates
of the Sannine Formation. It is a varied sequence of generally thin bedded carbonates, marls and
terrigenous sands that is generally brown in colour with a good marine bivalve fauna. The
general trend is for carbonates to replace terrigenous clastics upwards and westwards. On the
map sheets this sequence corresponds to the codes of C2b and C3. The entire Hammana
Formation is around 140 m thick at the type section (the Cirque de Hammana). It includes three
widely recognised lithostratigraphic units: the Couches à Orbitolina (soft sands, clays and thin
limestones), the Banc de Zumoffen (a ferruginous brown carbonate cliff widely visible in central
Lebanon) and the Couches à Knemiceras (a thicker sequence of grey green glauconitic marls
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passing upwards into alternating marls and frequently bioclastic carbonates; Knemiceras is an
ammonite). The first two units are relatively thin (30 and 10 m), and are difficult to trace north
of Hammana. Walley (1983) suggested that the Hammana Formation be subdivided into two
members with the Couches à Orbitolina and the Banc de Zumoffen being merged into a Dahr el
Beidar Member and the upper sequence (the ‘Knemiceras Beds’) being termed the Knisseh
Member. The base of the Hammana Formation is the topmost massive unit of the Mdairej
Limestone, the upper limit is the base of the massive, cliff forming and rudist and gastropod
bearing Sannine Limestone. The age of the Hammana Formation is upper Aptian to middle
Albian in age. It should be noted that the base of the Sannine Limestone Formation, which is
often assumed to be Cenomanian, is actually upper Albian (Saint-Marc, 1974; Dubertret, 1975).
In north Lebanon at least two levels (locally over 100 m thick) of pyroclastics and volcanics can
occur in the Hammana Formation. In terms of environment these beds represent a brief return
of terrigenous clastic deposition, albeit probably in a marine setting, before rising sea levels
caused renewed carbonate deposition.

The Sannine Formation to Middle Eocene Units
The upper part of the Cretaceous and the early Paleogene is almost entirely carbonate with
some only thin clay units. It represents a very real stratigraphic challenge with a mosaic of
subtly varying facies, most of which look superficially very similar. Traditionally its subdivision
has become very largely a matter of biostratigraphy so that the top of the Sannine Limestone
has been generally defined by the appearance of Turonian fossils. This causes insuperable
problems in the field. It is probable, however, that some sort of viable lithostratigraphic scheme
can be created and certainly this has been managed by Israeli geologists on the similar fades to
the south of Lebanon where a complex, but apparently workable, lithostratigraphy has been
established (see, for example, Flexer et al., 1990). Sufficient work has, however, not so far been
done to achieve this in Lebanon and major questions exist over these Cenomanian to Eocene
strata.
A major issue is that of east-west facies changes. This is apparently unrecognised in the
literature, although Saint-Marc (1974) comes close to identifying it in his facies maps. It is best
seen in the Albian-Cenomanian Sannine Limestone where an eastern, ‘mountain’ sequence and a
western, ‘coastal’ facies can be identified.
After the Jurassic Kesrouane Limestone, the Sannine Limestone forms the second great
carbonate sequence of Lebanon, capping the highest peaks of northern Mount Lebanon and
occurring in a wide belt along, and just inland of, the present day coast. The best known beds
are those that are well exposed on the mountains in near horizontal and non faulted facies.
These beds have been well described by Dubertret in a number of papers and especially by
Saint-Marc (1974). The type section of the Sannine Formation is on the flanks of Jebel Sannine
near Baskinta (Dubertret, 1975) although the highest beds are missing here. Dubertret (1975;
following Saint-Marc, 1974) suggested that a section along the Nahr Ibrahim (near the coast) is
more complete and may make a better type section. This however neglects the lateral facies
changes which, in this area, are pronounced.
In terms of nomenclature the best way forward seems to be to retain the Jebel Sannine type
section and to formalise the unit as the SANNINE FORMATION with the proviso that major lateral
changes (discussed below) occur. The Sannine Formation is marked on the survey maps as C4
and is mainly of Cenomanian age; it is however, now known to include the upper Albian and this
should strictly be considered C3-C4. The top of the Sannine Formation along the coastal area is
taken to be where there is a general change to more marly limestone facies but Dubertret
(1975) resorts to using the biostratigraphic criteria of the appearance of either Turonian
amnionites or the rudist bivalve Hippurites.
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The better known ‘mountain’ Sannine Formation facies is made up of medium to thick bedded
shallow water limestones and marly limestones. Locally the beds exhibit evidence of emergence
with supratidal and peritidal beds. It is this unit, which is over 600 m thick, that gives rise to the
high plateaux of Lebanon with Jebels Sannine, Knisseh, etc. There is only limited biota, with
echinoids, gastropods and bivalves (mostly oysters) although rudist rich units do occur. Within
this sequence reef, back-reef and lagoonal units can be identified. Within the Sannine Formation
in the mountain areas a number of local bench forming units occur and these can be used locally
to break up the sequence and create local lithostratigraphic markers. The base of the Sannine
Formation in these areas is taken to be where the soft green or grey marls of the Hammana
Formation pass into the overlying massive limestones and dolomites. The upper limit is much
more problematic as in these mountain areas the Sannine Formation is the highest unit seen.
In the ‘coastal’ area Sannine Formation such shallow water sediments are unknown (although
some shallow water debris appears to occur as wash-in units due to storms or turbidity
currents) and the sequence is dominated by fine grained, thin bedded, deeper water pelagic
carbonates. Increasingly westwards, the facies are those of extremely thin- bedded chalky and
cherty pelagic sediments with frequent slump and scour features. Although further work is
needed to quantify this it seems certain that the Sannine Formation thickens up sharply towards
the coast. This can be well seen on the Jbail-Ehmej road where some 600 m of platform Sannine
Formation in the Ehmej area seems to pass sharply westwards into what must be least two
kilometres of thin bedded basinal limestones. This sequence is frequently slumped and,
especially in the extreme west shows scour channels and what appear to be calci-turbidite
deposits. Although pale in weathered outcrop these rocks are often dark on fresh surfaces
suggesting a higher organic carbon content consistent with a basinal environment This coastal
sequence is plainly the product of carbonate deposition occurring seaward of the platform edge
in slope and basin environments. The widespread W to WNW directed slumping in this unit is
intriguing and probably represents the effects of slight tectonism along the continent-ocean
margin, possibly related to renewed opening of the Levantine branch of the NeoTethyan Ocean.
The most spectacular occurrences of this slope and basin facies are at Pigeon Rocks at Rauche in
Ras Beirut
The axis of this marked facies change can be located along the NNE-SSW trending line of the
Western Lebanon Flexure, which as outlined in the introduction, is now believed to have been a
Late Mesozoic hinge line in the area. The feature, probably a basin bounding master fault
formed the platform margin during at least the Cretaceous and probably the Jurassic before
being rejuvenated as a flexure in Late Cretaceous and Paleogene time. Strong support for the
evidence of the existence of such a hinge line during the Cretaceous is found in the location of
the four Lebanese fossil fish localities which have been famous for nearly 2,000 years. These
Lagerstätten (horizons of exceptional fossil preservation) are of Cenomanian (Haqel, Hajula and
Namoura) and Senonian (Sahel Alma) age. They occur in fine grained, laminated organic-rich
coccolithic carbonate facies, apparently deposited in low oxygen environments, and the biotas
possibly represent localised zones of chemautotrophic communities based around deep water
methane seeps (Allison and Walley, unpublished notes). These zones are spread out over an N-S
distance of 25 km but in every case lie between four and six kilometres seaward of the Western
Lebanon Flexure, strongly suggesting a paleogeographic control (Fig. 2). Significantly a
contemporary pattern of a lateral east-west passage from a thin shallow water facies to a thick
slope and basin Albian-Cenomanian facies has been identified by Israeli workers over the
Carmel-Sinai Hingeline to the south of Lebanon (Bein and Weiler, 1976). In terms of
lithostratigraphic nomenclature this is treated by having a shallow water Judea Group replaced
westwards by a slope and basin Talme Yafe Formation.
With regard to lithostratigraphic nomenclature these Lebanese Albian-Cenomanian strata pose
problems which can only be resolved by much more work. As an interim measure it is probably
enough to note the existence of two varying facies zones (‘coastal’ and ‘mountain’) within the
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Samilne Formation. Ultimately it will be probably necessary to adopt something similar to the
Israeli solution outlined above of having two separate lithostratigraphic units.
Above the Sannine Formation the strata are much more chalky, the lithostratigraphy becomes
very problematic indeed and the sequence is in need of further study. There are a number of
issues. The chief one is the monotonous, deep water, fine grained character of the carbonates
involved. Another issue is the fact that, in northern Mount Lebanon, these beds occur
exclusively along the coastal zone in facies that are hard to distinguish from the underlying
‘coastal’ facies of the Sannine Formation. These beds also occur in southern Lebanon where the
security situation has impeded their study. Similar chalks and marls, locally with silica,
phosphate and organic-rich levels of late Coniacian to Paleocene age are widespread to the
south of Lebanon where Israeli geologists have identified a number of formations within a
Mount Scopus Group (Flexer, 1968; Lewy, 1989).
The beds immediately above the Sannine Formation are exposed only along the coast these are
basically thin bedded alternations of chalky marl, marly limestones and massive to thin bedded
limestones with Hippurites (the ‘ice cream cone’ rudist). The lower beds include levels with
ammonites (Thomasites rollandi) whilst the uppermost unit is a widely seen, hard compact level
with Hippurites. In places the thin bedded units near the coast show a similar large scale
slumping to that seen in the slope and basin ‘coastal’ Sannine Formation. This unit is apparently
about 200-300 m thick (Dubertret, 1975). These beds are normally attributed simply to the
Turonian and this unit is marked as the C5 on the map sheets. As a temporary measure it may
be best to call these beds the MAAMELTAIN FORMATION as the term ‘Maameltain Limestone’ is
already in informal use. Furthermore, according to Dubertret (1975), H. Douvillé first defined
the Turonian in a section from Ghazir to the coast at Maameltain on the northeastern corner of
Jounieh Bay. On the basis of the data available these strata appear to represent a continuation of
the carbonate deposition patterns seen in the Sannine Formation with the main exposures along
the coast showing finely bedded chalky micrites and cherts which in places also show slump
features. In southern Mount Lebanon identifying a Turonian unit distinct from the Sannine
Formation seems to be extremely difficult. A cautionary note should, however be sounded in the
light of the new data on the Sannine Formation, namely that there must be a possibility that the
Maameltain Formation is not always younger than the Sannine Formation but is, in places at
least a partial lateral facies equivalent
There is some data, supported by Israeli work (see Sandler, 1996 for a recent survey), which
suggests that some of the Turonian beds may record shallow water and emergent conditions.
Whilst this may be related to the Turonian global sea level low it may also be due to the start of
regional tectonism at this time (Gvirtzman et al., 1989). For instance Dubertret (1966, p. 315)
felt that the marking out of the massifs of the Lebanon region had begun in Turonian time.
Certainly some deformation started in the area during late Turonian to Coniacian-Santonian
time, an event corresponding to the start of the first Syrian Arc deformation in the area (Walley,
in press).
Overlying the Maameltain Formation unit is a pale gray to off-white sequence of soft chalks and
marly chalk facies with phosphate nodules. These beds are considered to extend through the
Senonian (the Coniacian, Santonian, Campanian and Maastrichtian stages of the Cretaceous) and
into the Paleocene. These beds are restricted to the low lying regions of the coastal areas, the
South Lebanon plateaux, and the Bekaa. Strata of this age are missing from over Mount Lebanon.
Lithologically these beds are a chalk and a marly chalk facies with phosphate nodules. Chert
bands occur in the upper units which may extend into the Paleocene. The boundary between the
underlying Maameltain Formation and these strata is quite well marked in northern Lebanon
but much more gradational to the south. Although often dazzling white at the surface, in deep
quarries these beds can be quite dark grey in color. Macrofossils are rare. These units are well
bedded, apparently reflecting some sort of depositional cyclicity. On the map sheet these beds
are marked as C6. Correlation of outcrops of these beds is very difficult without
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micropaleontology. There is very little macrofauna other than an oyster species although at
Sahel Alma fish beds occur in a chalky facies somewhat different to that seen at the other earlier
‘Fish Bed’ localities. These Senonian marls and chalks have a very variable thickness, ranging
from 100 m to 500 m at Chekka, while in the southern part of the Bekaa they range from 150500m. This is the first hint of a Bekaa or proto-Bekaa structure and it may indicate the effects of
the first phase of Syrian Arc tectonism in the area. It is suggested that these beds should be
termed the CHEKKA FORMATION after the prominent headland where they are well seen. Terms
such as the ‘Chekka Marls’ (or Marnes Blanches de Chekka) as on the Jbail, Batroun and Tripoli
map sheets are already in use. In southern Lebanon it may be best to define a separate
formation, probably from somewhere near the Tyre-Nabatiyeh Road; the same principle may
hold true for the Bekaa. The extent to which the Chekka Formation and its equivalents go
beyond the Cretaceous into the Paleocene and even include the marly Early Eocene facies is far
from clear. In the Ras Chekka area the beds appear to include the Paleocene at least. With
regard to depositional environment the Chekka Formation beds seem to record a return to high
sealevel conditions on the outer part of a continental platform with pelagic chalk deposition.
There is no evidence of any marginal or littoral facies.
The Lower and Middle Eocene appears to occur in two facies; one is a chalky mainly, limestone
often with chert concretions which occurs within basins and the other is a nummulitic
limestone which is found on the basin margins. This sequence reaches a total at least 900 m
thickness in the southern Bekaa and about half this at Zahle where it is well seen. These facies
are good evidence that the area had undergone some sort of tectonic differentiation by this
time. There are no formation names given to this sequence and further study is needed.

Strati graphic Recommendations for the Cretaceous to Middle Eocene Units
1) The existing lithostratigraphy for the pre-Sannine Formation Cretaceous formally defined
by Walley (1983) which includes the Chouf, Abeih, Mdairej and Hammana Formations
appears to be fairly satisfactory and to work well over most of Mount Lebanon.
2) The Sannine Limestone should be formalized as the Sannine Formation with the proviso
that this includes marked lateral east-west facies changes from a thin, shallow water facies
over the mountain to a thick slope and basin facies over the coast. The precise time
relationships of these two facies groups are far from clear and ultimately will probably
necessitate two, time parallel formations.
3) Above the Sannine Formation two major units are identified in the Turonian to Early
Eocene units. These are the Maameltain Formation of thin bedded slope and basin
carbonates and the chalks and marls of the Senonian to ?Paleocene and even Early Eocene
Chekka Formation. Both of these units are without a rigid formal status although they are
based on terms used in the literature. The terms can be used cautiously but further work on
these strata is essential.
4) The increasing differentiation of the country as a result of the first phase of Syrian Arc
tectonism in the late Turonian to Santonian means that a single lithostratigraphic term may
not be adequate for the Senonian strata. Thus it may be wisest to retain the Chekka
Formation for the flanks of Mount Lebanon and create new formations for South Lebanon
and the Bekaa.
5) Marls and nummulitic limestone units of Early and Mid Eocene age occur in both the Bekaa
and southern Lebanon. No formal lithostratigraphic term has been designated for these
beds and it may be that a series of local lithostratigraphic units is the most appropriate.
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THE NEOGENE STRATA
Upper Eocene and Oligocene strata are missing over Lebanon, reflecting the major uplift of this
time. This corresponds to the second phase of Syrian Arc deformation in this area (Walley, in
press). The preserved Neogene strata (Middle Miocene to Pliocene) postdate major uplift in the
area and are largely post-orogenic. However probably because Lebanon is a largely carbonate
source area these rocks only locally show typical post orogenic or molassic development. Two
main facies occur, a littoral sequence along the present day coast and a Bekaa sequence.
Along the coast a Middle to Upper Miocene littoral carbonate sequence has been identified at a
number of isolated localities along the coast from north to south. In view of the fact that these
strata may not be identical in age a series of local stratigraphic terms rather than a single
national term may be appropriate. A well exposed Miocene sequence occurs at Jebel Terbol near
Tripoli. Here 285 m of massive white limestones of late Middle Miocene age lie unconformably
on the underlying Senonian. This Jebel Terbol Limestone (Dubertret, 1975), here formalized to
the JEBEL TERBOL FORMATION, is overlain by Late Miocene lacustrine and fluvial sediments in the
Terbol Akkar area. To the south, at Ras Chekka, the Jebel Terbol Limestone occurs again but
with much less of a discordance. South of Jounieh the Miocene is well seen around the Nahr el
Kaib headland. Here a massive littoral limestone, 200-300 m thick, with corals, algae and
bivalves occurs, passing rapidly landward into sands and conglomerates. This sequence is
probably best termed the NAHR EL KALB FORMATION. These limestones are being dated but
provisional data from Dr Marcelle BouDagher-Fadel and from published data on the comparable
strata to the south of Lebanon by Israeli workers (i.e. Buchbinder et at., 1993) suggests that
these various formations range from Serravallian (possibly Langhian) to Messinian. The
equivalent Miocene strata along the coast of southern Lebanon are, as yet unnamed.
-

In the interior of Lebanon a sequence of clastics with calcareous breccias and conglomerates,
sandy silty marls, lignites, limestones and lacustrine marls flanks either side of the Bekaa. These
units are overlain by, and locally laterally equivalent to, alluvial fan conglomerates on the uplift
flanks. The thickness of these units is very variable but may be as much as 1.5 km. Much of this
sequence is believed to be Miocene in age but correlation with the marine facies on the coast is
far from easy. This sequence of continental sediments is here informally termed the ‘ZAHLE
FORMATION’ after the good outcrops in the area of Zahle (Dubertret 1975).
Plio-Pleistocene strata include marine Lower Pliocene rocks in the Tripoli area which overlie
unconformably the underlying continental late Miocene sediments. Fluvial and lacustrine
sediments persisted in both the Bekaa and the Akkar into the Holocene. In a number of places
localised alluvial fans associated with fault scarps occur. Because many of these sediments are
carbonate rich, cementation can be rapid and these strata can, by virtue of this, appear much
older. In addition to these, some sediments which are probably glacial and periglacial deposits,
distinguished by very angular locally derived fragments, occur associated with high altitudes
and valley mouths. There are also some coastal deposits, the most major of which are to be
found in the area south of Ras Beirut. Questions of the nomenclature for these sediments must
await much further work for answers.

Stratigraphic Recommendations for the Neogene Strata
1) The regional differentiation seen in the Late Cretaceous for the first time is very much the
rule for the Neogene strata in this area and this enhances the problem of creating
lithostratigraphic wilts as these sequences may be local formations of differing ages.
2) A sequence of shallow coastal limestones of Middle to Late Miocene age occurs along the
coast These are termed the Jebel Terbol Formation near Tripoli and the Nahr el Kelb
Formation nearer Beirut. The southern Lebanon facies are, as yet unnamed.
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3) The Bekaa margins show well developed continental facies with alluvial and lacustrine
strata of presumed Miocene-Pliocene age. These are here attributed to an informally
defined ‘Zahle Formation’.
4) No attempt has been made to resolve the stratigraphic issues of the complex and varied
sequence of Pliocene to Quaternary sediments that occurs along the coast and within the
interior.
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FIGURES

Figure 1: Simplified geological map of Lebanon. Modified from various sources, notably
Dubertret (1955).
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Figure 2: Simplified map of the geological structure of Lebanon. Modified from various maps
notably Dubertret, (1955) on the basis of remote sensing and field data.
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Figure 3: Simplified stratigraphic table for Lebanon from the Early Jurassic to the Mid
Cretaceous. Table based mainly on central Mount Lebanon area. See text for details. No vertical
scale implied.
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Figure 4: Simplified stratigraphic table for Lebanon from the mid Cretaceous to the Recent
Table based mainly on central Mount Lebanon. See text for details. No vertical scale implied.
Because of post Cenomanian tectonic differentiation this diagram is more schematic than
Figure 3.
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